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transformations which carry the bounded domain realization of HarisliChandra to the various Siegel domains of type III.
In the case of a polycylinder U' C CG (where U denotes the unit disc in C) a partial Cayley transformation is simply the usual Cayley transformation on some of the factors aind the identity transformation on the remaining factors. In the case of a general bounded symmetric domain D in HarishChandra realization, it follows from results of lHarish-Chandra and is explicitly pointed out by Hermann [5] Sections 2, 3 and 4 contain a considerable amount of expository material, which is included so that the paper can be used by beginners in the subject. In Section 2 we introduce our notation and some definitions. In Section 3 we collect some facts on parabolic subgroups of real Lie groups; these are due to A. Borel and J. Tits [2] and to a conversation between J. Tits and the first-named author. In Section 4 we give an explicit description of the boundary components of D (Theorem 4. 8) and compute them in the irreducible cases (Theorem 4.13). We do not reprove [8, Theorems 1 and 2] because Moore's proof is independent of the general theory of boundaries of symmetric spaces.
In Sections 5 and 6 we show that the set of all analytically equivalent ("same type") boundary components is, for each type, both a homogeneous space of K and of GO; we study the Riemannian geometry and topology of these spaces in some detail. The isotropy subgroup B" of GO is transitive on D; this fact is basic in Section 7 where we construct the image of D under the partial Cayley transformation; this C(ayley transform is an orbit of a certain conjugate of B", which we determine explicitly. The resulting domain is a Siegel domain of type III, and in the classical irreducible cases our results specialize to those of Pjateckif-Sapiro.
The results of [7] are degenerate special cases of theorems in the present Sections 5, 6 and 7, but some of our proofs here depend on the results of [7] . [7] , M will be a Hermitian symmetric space of non-compact type, GO its connected group of isometries, and K the isotropy group. GO is globally a product of simple Lie groups and M a product of noncompact irreducible Hermitian symmetric spaces. The Lie algebras of GO and K are g? and f, ge is the complexification of go, Gc the adjoint group JOSEPH A. WOLF ANrD ADAMI KORANYI.
Notations. As in
For each a EA we define the 3-dimensional simple subalgebras g", spanned by {iHa, Xa, Ya}, and ga!?, spanned by {iILa, X",?, Ya!?}. The corresponding analytic subgroups of Gc are Ga! and Ga!?. We define fy = [aO, Ja0]; then y-C j. b+ denotes the orthogonal complement of Vy in Vj with respect to the Killing form; b+ is the centralizer of a0 in ), and f -+ Qa is a Cartan subalgebra of g?, by [ If it has order 4, Ml is said to be of htbe type. This is equivalent to the fact that Ml can be realized as a tube domain over a self-dual cone (Remark 1 after Theorem 6. 8 in [7] ). In the general case in [7] , Section 4, we described a construction leading to a symmetric subalgebra q = f1 + 41?Y of g? which is of tube type. In Section 4 of the present paper we shall define certain subalgebras gr0 of g; the construction leading from g? to g,? can also be performed for gr0, and gives rise to subalgebras gr,1= kr,l + pr,10. All these objects will be precisely defined as they occur; here we only wanted to point out the reason for our later notations.
In [7] we determined the Bergman-Silov boundary S of the bounded symmetric domain D. In the present paper we make a more detailed study of the boundary of D, and will show that it is a union of boundary components, which we describe explicitly. This notion was introduced Pjateckli-Rapiro [9] and is defined as follows: A subset F of the boundary OD of D is a bounidary component if (i) F is locally an analytic set, and (ii) F is minimal with respect to the property that any analytic arc colitained in OD and having a point in common with F must be entirely contained in F. From our result it follows at once that the Bergman-Rilov boundary of D is exactly the union of all 0-dimensional boundary components. zero elements t-1(x) of p-; t-1(xr) 3. A theorem on real parabolic groups. We will classify a certaini family of real parabolic subgroups of the Lie groups which are the connected groups of analytic automorphisms of the bounded symmetric domains. In Corollary 6. 9 it will be seen that those parabolic subgroups are just the stability groups of the various boundary components. We will also need the notion of parabolic group in our proof of Theorem 6. 8. Then tb rn +4 t(, (semnidirect sum) and is the normalizer of um in e.
it4 is nilpotent, rj is reductive in e because it is the centralizer of cp in e, and c, is the center of r+. Let Rp, U4, and F4 denote the analytic subgroups of E for the subalgebras r<,, mp and ft of e. Then F RI, U4, semidirect product. We may view E as a linear algebraic group becauise it is complex, connected and semisimple, and then this semidirect product decomposition of Pd1, is the Chevalley decomposition into reductive and iinipotent parts.
2. Parabolic subgroups of real Lie groups.
Let E' be a connected semllisimple real Lie group embedded in its complexification. In other words there is a complex connected semisimple Lie group E and a real form e' of the complex Lie algebra e such that E' is the real analytic subgroup of E with Lie algebra e'. We will say that a subgroup ' C E' is a parabolic subgroup of E' if there exists a parabolic subgroup F C E such that (i) F' -=E' n F and (ii) f is the complexification of ft. If F' is a parabolic subgroup of E' and F0' denotes the identity component, then alny elemenit f C F' can be altered by an element of F0' to centralize a Cartan suhalgebra c' of e' contained in f', and it follows that F' -(C n E') * Fo' where C exp (c) and c is the Cartan subalgebra of e which is the complexification of c'.
Let c' be a Cartan suibalgebra of e'. Then there is a canonical decomposition c'= ct + c, where the roots are real valued on c, and take pure imaginary values on ct. To obtain this decomposition, consider the Cartan subgroup C' = exp (c') C E'. C' has a unique maximal compact subgroup Ct, and ct is the corresponding subalgebra; it is clear that the roots take pure 
The converse is:
LEMMA. Let ' be a system of simple roots of e for the complexification of a maximally split Cartan subalgebra c' of e', and let $ be the subset of > such that E' n F, is a minimal parabolic subgroup of E'. Then the parabolic subgroups of E' are just the conjugates of the groups EB n F-for W.7hich 
D=SU'n(2m+71)/S(U(M) X U(mM + k)), kc?O. Then D? -SU" (2r + k)/S(U(r)
X U(r + k) ).
D-5SO(4m)/U(2m). Then D.=SO *(4r)/U(2r)

D=SO*(4m+2)/U(2m+1).
Then Dr SO* (4r + 2)/U(2r + 1).
D =Sp(m,R)/U(m).
Then Dr Sp(r,R)/U(r).
D=S02(n+2)/SO(2)XSO(n),n>2;herem=2. D,is the unit disc in C'.
13. 6. D = EG/SO (10)
. SO (2); here m = 2. 311 is the open, unit batll iii C0.
D=E7/E SO(2) ; here in-3. D1 is the unit disc in LY1, and D2-S02 (12)/SO (2) X So (10).
Remark. For the classical domains the statement is due to L. K. Hua and K. H. Look [6] , and the proof is due to Satake [10] . The result is new for the exceptional domains.
Remark7. There are some duplications. For example S`O (8)/U (4) S02(8)/SO(2) XSO(6) and SO*(4)/U(2)
is the unit disc in Ci. 
Remnark. The classification is iiot iiecessary for the first assertion. That assertion follows from
LetD D E6/SO(1O) -SO(2)
. Then g=e6 soU =a1 E a5; thus gr Ct5.
As Dr is of rank 1, (4.13.6) is proved. Let D=E7/E6-SO(2). Then g=e7 so =a, E b6; thus gr= b6. As Dr is of tube type, or because SO*(12)/U(6) has rank 3, now Dr must be S02(12)/SO (2) X SO(1O). This proves the statement on D2; the statement on D1 follows either from Corollary 4.11 or from Corollary 4.12.
Q.E.D. The following result shows how the boundary componeilts are related to the limit poinits of geodesic rays. We work in M1 and -.11 for convellience, but the result traiislates immediately to D and 4-. Latin letters denote the corresponding analytic subgroups of Gc, except that L"r wsas already defined to be the isotropy subgroup of K at xl' and Lip will be the isotropy subgroup of Kip at xl'. We will justify this exception by checking that fP is the Lie algebra of Lr. As Lr c G and Ca-rSCA-r-' is the symmetry of 11* at xr , this check is reduced to seeing that Ir is the fixed point set of ad(c-rSCar-1) on f. To prove the latter, we first observe that f1' is the fixed point set of Ta 
1THEOREM. Givent yC Ell antd a boundary component F of 31 in M,", thter e is a unique point f E F such that somiie geodesic
7.3. a K(C -r ())
is a complex totally geodesic submtnifold of M'*, and is thu1st a compact hterimitiaa1 symmetric space; Kr is the isotropy subgroup of K at aC-r_2(X), so K(CA-r2(X)) _K/sKI. On the other hand, f _ fp + q2F, and conjugation by the symmetry is 1 on q2"; thus the orbit K(Ca r2 (X)) is totally geodesic in 11*. The complex structure operator at C-r2 (X) is Ta-r(Z). -r2(X)) is a complex submanifold of M*. K(C&-r2(X) ) is simply connected; this is seen in the irreducible case because a local toral factor would be a coset space of the (one real dimensional) center of K, and the assertion follows in general. Now the isotropy subgroup of K at C&-r2 (x) is connected; as its Lie algebra is fr, it must be the analytic group K". This proves (5. To prove (iii) we note that carries E into an element E' -E'1 + 0 + E8. Now let U -Re E',; then n= exp (U) E Nr-carries E' into E" iF + 0 + E8, with F real. As we showed above, Nr-preserves S, so we have Im E"1 -Re AE"3 (E"2, E"2) -F CP. Now there exists an element k E KA-r,j* such that k-F ior; k carries E" into E" = or + 0 + E8. Finally, since E3 E Dr, there exists g E Gro such that g E3 =O0. It follows that gknnn2 E =or, and gkn,n2 E ad(cA-r) Br.
7. 4. Thte iap _(__) -(Ck(cA_(.r)) is a fibering of SI over K(cr 2(X)
)
LTh
Q.E.D.
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